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My Final Major Project portrays a new futuristic way 
to visual merchandise within lingerie based on the 
experience I had on my placement during second 
year of university. I worked for Marks and Spencer 
helping the visual merchandising team within all 
departments of the store. While I was there the lingerie 
department was one of the ones I enjoyed working on 
the most, however I felt there was something missing 
when it comes to marketing to the new consumer of 
generation z and the alpha generation. This is also 
the case for a lot of in store lingerie brands. Therefore 
I am hoping to create something new which would 
capture the attention of the technology orientated, up 
and coming consumer
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My Final Major Project markets and communicates 
Feminism, and my brand concept of ‘Woman 
Up!’ in a new light, hoping to inform and engage 
new audiences by branding Feminism in a more 
contemporary, glamorous, and accessible way. 
Named “Woman Up!” my Final Major Project engages 
with the cultural, academic and political elements of 
Feminism, both in and out of the fashion space, and 
discusses the history of Feminism and its journey, the 
Feminism space at the present, and the future space 
and forecast for Feminism, both within Fashion and 
wider industries. I am a writer and narrator and wish 
to move forward into a career in Fashion Journalism 
within the luxury market space, so my Final Major 
Project has been a brilliant opportunity for me to 
develop, push and practice my writing and narrating 
abilities, fundamental journalistic interaction, and 
contemporary digital communication and design 
skills, ready to take me forward in my career. 
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My Final Major Project has two outcomes. The first is 
a trend forecast that focuses on 2030 and is called 
disambiguation, which in this sense refers to the 
contextualization of my narrative and a clear future 
for young women. A future where they feel as though 
they can be whoever they want to be, no limitations. 
I AM KING is the second outcome, derived and 
created through my trend forecast. It is a brand that 
focuses on the empowerment of women, allowing 
them to believe that they don’t have to be queens 
or princesses, they can be KINGS. If they believe in 
themselves as it will always start with the individual, 
and the power they believe they can have. 
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Hello, I’m Lucy a third-year student at the University 
of Chester, studying Fashion Marketing and 
Communication. Throughout my three years at 
university I have learned so much and gained 
valuable industry experience and life experience. 
Most importantly I have learned a great deal about 
myself in the process. 
Throughout, my work has continually had a focus on 
sustainability, something that I believe is extremely 
important especially in the fashion industry when 
thinking towards the future. This has also become 
a key focus for my Final Major Project which is  
the idea of creating a community of outsiders who 
have an interest in sustainability. This is commun-
icated through fashion styling. This community is 
called CURÉ. 
CURÉ is a new fashion brand, aimed towards gen-z and 
generation alpha, that is focused on leading fashion 
in the direction of sustainability and uses technology 
as a means to do so. It also encourages individuals to 
express their own personality throughout. CURÉ will 
be a leading platform in creating a sustainable and 
aware future for fashion. 
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My aim for my Final Major Project is to create an 
interactive, fashion forecasting publication for the 
year 2025. Titled ‘Caddey’ which translates to ‘protect’ 
in Manx, the native language of my home country, the 
Isle of Man. This forecast taps into the dying streetwear 
market, and aims to find a new, fresh meaning amid 
an uncertain world. The forecast is driven by escapism 
and finding protection in an alternative reality, opting 
to more natural forms.
This forecast identifies three main themes, Nature  
and Safety, Minimalistic Survival and Urban Escap-
ism. It sees menswear championing new hybrids 
that draw on utility, streetwear and tech themes. 
This forecast aims to support the ongoing popularity  
of alternative utility and future tech trends, hinting 
at remote wilderness, off-grid living and survivalist 
resourcefulness. 
Originally a photoshoot, this has been reimagined 
and developed as a fully digital outcome due to 
constraints caused by the Coronavirus. 
. 
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I have a keen interest in visuals in terms of 
manipulation and content creation. Subcultures and 
movements play a significant part in my interest 
in fashion; everything is connected and creates 
a bigger story than is initially told. To me this is  
what makes fashion. Historical context is greatly 
reflected through myself as an individual in the 
way I think and create. My narrative within my Final 
Major Project concentrates on the mixing of cultures 
in terms of streetwear to create a new dynamic of 
acceptance and creativity.
The last three years have shaped me as an individual 
and allowed me to develop  the knowledge and skills 
to take to a work environment within the fashion 
industry. Within this last year I have been able to 
combine the skills I have learnt over my time on the 
course to create my own narrative and campaign 
which I am excited to share soon.
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Hello!
I am Alicia, and I am a Fashion Marketing and 
Communication student at the University of Chester, 
graduating in 2020. I am a confident, professional, 
aspiring digital marketer and communicator. I am a 
self-confessed social media addict who is extremely 
hard-working, passionate and determined to succeed. 
I am an enthusiastic individual who has a naturally 
inquisitive nature and I am always curious to take 
on new challenges with the aim of expanding my 
knowledge and skillset.
For my Final Major Project, I have taken on the role of 
being the creative assistant on the new re-brand and 
media channel re-launch for the Fashion Marketing 
and Communication course. I have created an 
interview documentary video series, Alicia Asks, as 
well as a visual zine, twnty; both of which are part of 
an innovative branding and marketing campaign to 
globally promote the Graduating Class of 2020 from 
Fashion Marketing and Communication. 
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My Final Major Project Hyper Femininity references 
feminine fashion styles inspired by Audrey Hepburn, 
Molly Goddard, Doris Day and other famous fashion 
icons, recreating them for today’s fast fashion 
market. I have explored the  gap in the market and 
how current feminine styles are generated, creating 
new feminine fashion for the upper end of the high 
street market and generation Z. The image that I have 
chosen represents me as a brand and my work the 
best due to its feminine style, pattern and colours; it 
gives a real feel as to what my work is about.
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The image I have submitted is one of many 
editorial style shots from my Final Major Project  
“The Lost Tribe”.
The Lost Tribe… Re-mastered Final Major Project 
Shoot. The Lost Tribe, in a forgotten world, rooted to 
earth through their love for the environment in which 
they live. In a world that is crumbling and looking for 
answers, they look to the ‘lost’ to find safety.
My final major project highlights the gap within 
contemporary Avant Garde fashion and heritage 
luxury fashion, a space I call ‘New Heritage’ - by 
marketing this towards the generation z consumer 
I have developed my Lost Tribe narrative. The shoot 
was going to be a fashion film and editorial outcome 
in collaboration with Hue Media, however due to the 
pandemic I have remastered it and started working 
on my 3D imagery as to me this is the future. I think 
I have shown resilience and a love for my craft by 
working through these recent obstacles.
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This is a digital image I have created for my Final Major 
Project. Originally, I was collaborating with dance 
students to produce a short film and photoshoot 
but in the current situation as an alternative, I have 
been able to develop and explore how far I can push 
the future of digital fashion, working on 3D image 
making and creating digital movements. 
My Final Major Project looks at how movement has 
the ability to tell a story, focused around the Avant- 
Garde market. It is the merging of digital and physical 
fashion capabilities, based in surreal settings. 
A world where physicality is outdated and fashion 
does not have to be physical to exist. 
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This image is a still from my Final Major Project in 
which I created a brand based around myself and my 
personality. 
My brand called HEY DW is based around my party 
girl aesthetic and my love for 90s rave culture. 
This image represents 90s club culture and how neon 
colours are a huge identifier to a member of the rave 
culture. 
Image Title – ‘Dipped in Neon’
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